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United States. LeBar and Davis are two of the most promi
nent "religious leaders" who claim to be against cult brain
washing. Yet Davis was one of the early sponsors of the most
deadly of all cults to date-the People'sTemple of Rev. Jim
Jones. Davis arranged the financing for the sale of an Indi
anapolis synagogue to lones for his first church.
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apparatus throughout Ibero-America.
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oration with conservative groups like the Heritage Founda

sympathizer of TFP. There is a heavy overlap between the

tion and the Committee for Survival of a Free Congress.
The following individuals are "fellow travelers" of TFP
and the extended Blue Army network:

college's board of directors and the Heritage Foundation
e.g., the case of Onalee McGraw, former educational policy
director for Heritage.
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claimed American "cult deprogrammers," Davis maintains a

of Christendom College'sTheology Department, is regarded

close working relationship with Fr. James LeBar, the spirit

as Weyrich's chief assistant. Father Enrique Rueda, admin

ual adviser to the Blue Army of Fatima's youth group in the

istrator ofWeyrich's foundation, is a defender ofTFP.
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